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Evidence & proof our legal system is sick
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Acknowledge official arbitration scam!!!
Mag. Court Reg. confirmed ‘bagman’,
Barrister, bank, ruse / insurance scam /
conspiracy by vexatious acts to gain
planned S. Court Judge Muir’s “No clarity”
confession by $10,000 confirmed fraud to
liquidate 22 block subdivision / Badja P.L.
for self gain. This proves Crown lateral
thinking policy by criminology for Police
Rescue Management correction over Risk
(loss) Management failure proof for
POLICE / BANK / LAW / CUSTOMER
SERVICE REFORM POLICY
‘Bagman’ confessed “My name is mud!”

Acknowledge law and call in all the experts?
• Valuer / defendant Terry Buckley's direction “Learn to
listen.”
• Acknowledge editor Sunshine Coast Daily, Bill Hoffman's
need for a press release to Premier Peter Beattie's
solution. Acknowledge Police Minister Judy Spence need
by law to correct Magistrate Austin's fraudulent confession
422/2000-2 transcript “Yes, well, I do not care what
(anyone from) the Police Minister down has to say.”
Acknowledge Rob Wilson Head Contractor's confession
“If I go down, lots of people will go down with me.”
Now armed with Police Ethical Standard Command
direction / fresh evidence and proof, our ex-DPP
Barrister / prisoner ran this court case for three years in
conjunction with a proven arbitration scam in Engineering
House Edward Street. To gain over $500,000 in legal
costs. To make fools out of S. C. Judges Mackenzie,
White, Muir, Byrne and deJersey by transcripts and press
releases. Acknowledge the abandonment of the truth.
Acknowledge Legal Ombudsman Jack Nimmo's
advocates brief. Forget about the money for the
present and concentrate on the law, with the aid of
natural justice. (Self regulation will open the door to law
reform.) Acknowledge the Legal Services Commission
next step. Hence the 'bagman's' Solicitor James
Conomos must be the next legal counsel to be struck
off by the balance of law. For his fraudulent instructions
to assist the 'bagman' in his fraudulent directions to
liquidate Badja Pty Ltd for a trifle to expose their
confessed ruse.
• Q. L. S, Judge Pat Shanahan ruling “Do the obvious, you
cannot sue for abandonment. Prove abandonment is
fraud.” Hence the obvious
LAW OF ABANDONMENT
• The need to acknowledge Rescue Management /
prevention / criminology. We support the engineer John
Koek's order, CIB trap to finish, gaining evidence and proof
to lay charges. The need to think in reverse, being told the
ruse was “To run our 22 block subdivision at a loss to
claim ownership by non completion.” Adam Sambrook
our original Solicitor explained the 'bagman's' first three
Solicitors Peter Lee, Karl Bluman, Simon Hart confirmed
this Commonwealth Bank conspiracy. As it was too much
for him, he passed it over to Reg Kliedon / Bain Gastien
Solicitors who passed it on to the Queensland Law Society
/ Crown Judge Pat Shanahan.
• After the 'bagman' attempted to beat up the electrician,
with CIB reported four witnesses, a report was drawn up
by the civil engineer with confirmed invoices for

electricians costs to be held off-site for six months.
• The problem arose when Sen. Det Sgt Leigh Gorrie and
Det Sgt Trevor Kidd were called out to investigate the inhome invasion and nun chucker attack. One prospective
couple / now land owners were so fearful of the Head
Contractor, hearing his abuse, knowing his ongoing
thuggery and standover tactics, as confirmed by the Rev.
Michael Veary and his wife Doris. They were also
witnesses to these assaults. Our witnesses were so
traumatised; they directed they would only give evidence
if instructed by the Judge. To mean, the Judge's
protection from organised crime. This never
happened. All were abandoned.
• Trevor Kidd also ignored the detail of Rob Wilson's
handwriting on the 'For Sale' sign which was designed to
crash sales, to ensure the bankruptcy of Badja Pty Ltd
reference Police Crime Report No 235.
• Inspector Ray Loader's acceptance of extortion is strange
indeed. He said “Rob Wilson's demand for $200,000
was a commercial decision. If you had paid the
$200,000 he would have stopped trying to beat you
up.” After Rob Wilson used up the $255,000 'slush fund'
he had gained by proven false claims up to 300% over
cost. Rob spent it all in legal fees and paying for violence
and thuggery as reported in the CIB engineering report in
422/2000-2 ignored by Magistrate Austin's confession of
guilt. Explained by law in Justice Susan Kiefel's
Commonwealth Bank valuation correction. The
importance to acknowledge Police Crime Reports 261-2.
To acknowledge the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson's
backup, to the Brisbane City Council's direction “You
must set out this case for the Qld Police so they can
get the credit for a job well done.” Backed up by the
Brisbane City Council Lord Mayor Campbell Newman.
He has promised a press release. Hence these Police
Crime Reports as we wait patiently for his 'Can Do' press
release correction. So we can get the editors and
journalists on board to expose the Brisbane City Council
Internal Investigation Department and ATO backup. Why
has Tim Allen accountant refused to do our 2003-4 on tax
returns? Acknowledge what he has to hide. The ATO
confirmed ruse in running subdivisions and
construction sites at a loss for confessed self greed
and self gain by fraudulent liquidation to gain
ownerdhip is a fraudsters paradise. The scam is to
gain the contract, then control the crime scene by
conspiracy, in part by wet weather planned mud slide /
insurance scam, instead of the normal completion.
• On the 1st December 2005 after posting out some 297
separate Police Crime Reports to a mailing group of
experts, now over 600, setting out the ongoing thuggery,

violence and standover tactics covered up by Det.
Trevor Kidd and his laying false charges, to create the
illusion that we had a criminal record. It's clear by law
that in Police Crime Report 245 our accountant Tim Allen
is in fear of the Commonwealth Bank and organised
crime. Although we feel protected by law with Tim's
pre-planned $10,000 damages confession, signed
by Tim, to this date Tim Allen has refused to give the
written detail / tax returns / money trail to win in
court. Please confirm with Telstra approximately 5
phone calls at around 6:00pm from Tim Allen 01-122005. Tim confirmed quote “We've done you over
good haven't we.” Looking at the obvious, how could a
qualified accountant sign a damages confession for
$10,000 and fail to give the detail? Det. Sgt Trevor Kidd
charged my son with stealing an abandoned $300 hand
made used backhoe bucket given away, not sold but
abandoned on-site for 8 months, reference proven
criminal code S391. Acknowledge the arbitration
scam, the 14 months hire of our excavator and tip
truck was never paid. This case was thrown out of
court. What was the purpose of this fraudulent act? The
Crown direction “Look at the obvious.” Kidd colluded
with Rob Wilson as part of the confessed conspiracy.
Hence P. C. R. 261-2.
• We worked closely with the Chief of Staff Super Peter
Martin, Police Com. Bob Atkinson to ensure that our exDPP Barrister Davida Ellen Williams went to prison.
After Davida was protected by the Attorney General Rod
Welford, as a previous university law student buddy, he
confessed his need for the Police correction to Davida's
criminal conspiracy. He resigned as The Minister for the
Attorney General's Department (there was more than
one resignation, Dr Ken S Levy QC. Hence our A.G.
'whistleblowers' support at the top). It's become
obvious the Police wish to protect the Attorney
General's release “Not to sue Police for wrongful
arrest.” The false charges are an obvious sacred
cow that the Police value in crime control for self
protection. This explains the down side of Risk
Management over Rescue Management. This greatly
disadvantages by law innocent people in the community
when they are looking to run their case, where
Detectives such as Det Sgt Trevor Kidd lay fraudulent
charges to create the illusion that the innocent are
guilty.
• As defendant Mark Bishop explained “The importance
to only tell the Police what they need to know.” To
mean, based on Mark's experience, its obvious the
Police Ethical Standard Command / CMC to date have
not investigated the detail that Trevor Kidd refused

to investigate. Why did Trevor Kidd refuse to
investigate the nun-chucker attack? We gained
more assistance from the Police Union and the Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson direct. Now the Police
Ethical Standard Command care of Inspector Ian
Jensen and Steve Maney have been forced to
acknowledge the CMC fraudulent handling to this
confessed Comm. Bank conspiracy.
• The five Supreme Court Judges did not gain the
mediation and disclosure detail as they ordered. To
pass on the clarity Supreme Court Judge Muir
desperately needed. To acknowledge the fraud by our
ex-DPP Barrister driven by organised crime, to make
fools of our Supreme Court system. Hence to comply
with Supreme Court Judge Byrne's correction and his
reputation for sound justice. A “Five year gaol term
is warranted” for this Q. L. S. case of Crown
confirmed fraudulent legal counsel and Comm.
Bank conspiracy. Hence the need to acknowledge
the added bank engineers due process valuation paid
for by the defendants / solution P.R.C. 261-2.
• Chief Justice Paul deJersey with proven evidence and
proof of a sick legal system, followed the current
Government policy. Similar to Supreme Court
Judge Muir, by law to liquidate for a debt of $1. (Or
a $10,000 trifle on a multimillion subdivision,
explained by Solicitor Reg Kliedon as throwaway
money as confirmed by the Insurance Council of
Australia by their abandonment to correct this
insurance scam. Based on the legal costs
involved. Leaving it to the Police Commissioner and
his advocates and sponsors to correct this Comm.
Bank conspiracy.) Hence Chief Justice Paul
deJersey's nightmare to rule over Government policy.
Police Minister Judy Spence has not backed up the
Premier's direction as a Solicitor. Hence Police
current direction for crowd control and have you
moved on, still applies. Evidence and proof as a
typical example of 12 Police Stations, Snr Sgt
Wiseman Caloundra Police Station. After the
confirmed Bright family supporters suicide attempts in
an effort to stop these Police Crime Reports, for
naming the Detectives involved. Hence the new
Government policy urgently requested to resolve
planned abandonment by setting out a press release
based on natural justice for editors, journalists and
community to acknowledge. Fraud is Australia's No1
crime. For the obvious urgent need for Police training
in the areas of corporate fraud and white collar crime.
To acknowledge by law the Comm. Bank confession,
care of Chris Watts mediation expert “This case is a

bank circus.” For the obvious reasons, he did not wish to
get involved with the confessed rogue manager Grahame
Ledwidge's mishandling of paying $25,000. To one
defendant only, not all defendants, to admit liability and to
break the law. Ignoring legal counsel who has confirmed
Comm. Bank fraud as explained by studying the details in
the past 298 Police Crime Reports.
p.s. Hence the importance to acknowledge the Magistrates
Court Registrar's technical solution. To acknowledge the red
light camera principle, to match the fire alarm, smoke
detector and automatic sprinkler system as used by the
fire service in their rescue management success to save
peoples lives. As we do in healthcare / prevention training to
Crown approved standards. As opposed to the Police, bank,
law, customer, Risk Management policy to risk lives (suicide).
Hence Magistrate's warning to protect John Bright. Hence with
the aid of natural justice to first remove the criminal actions of
Barristers and Solicitors and the Attorney General's Risk
Management scam in supporting the Police Risk Management
failure as directed by the Crown. To prove abandonment is
fraud. Hence as a technical expert team by law, the before and
after photographs to protect building and construction industry
inspection section, (BCC) knowing the details that are available
at the present time to support the Qld Police Force to lay fraud
charges. To gain closure to this case. To prove the value of
leadership and Police Com. Bob Atkinson and his team backed
up by the Premier's 'Smart State' and the Lord Mayor's 'Can
Do' policy. The CMC are now accountable to acknowledge their
fraudulent actions by abandonment of the Police Com., P. E. S.
C. and Police Union under the direction of the Crown as proved
by the abandonment of 5 Supreme Court Judges. As a Police
advocate we could not abandon them and our mums and dads
and first home buyers, cheated by the actions of this confessed
Comm. Bank conspiracy. Under the control of Grahame
Ledwidge in his confessed Risk Management fraud. Barrister's
direction: ACKNOWLEDGE WEBSITE CLOSURE BY LAW
www.all-fraud.net
Abandon, litigate, liquidate = fraud
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